Walking Directions to reach Cleeve Hill Hotel
From Winchcombe:
Approaching Cleeve Common walk past the Quarry Car Park entrance on your left and continue on past the
‘Welcome to Cleeve Common’ sign on your right.
The wooden sign post behind the welcome sign points left to continue along the Cotswold Way but you need to go
straight on and take the ‘Restricted Byway’ option past the Club House for the Golf Club.
Head towards the iron fencing you’ll see in the distance just ahead on the right. It should take you about two
minutes to reach the fence and there will be a golfing green (with flag) on your left.
Take a moment to look over the fencing and you’ll see evidence of the original quarrying that took place on Cleeve
Common in previous centuries.
Walk on, pretty straight, towards three lovely green trees. It should take you a couple of minutes to reach the
trees having passed a bench on the right and a beautiful view of the town of Bishop’s Cleeve, again on the right.
The path now heads down past the trees with the grass under foot turning to stone and gravel.
Keep heading down until the stone and gravel turn to grass again. At this point you’ll see a black and white house
ahead. Take the lower grassy path to reach the back of this house.
Go past the back of the house and the next two stone buildings until you reach the cream coloured Cleeve Hill
Hotel.

From Dowdeswell:
Approaching Cleeve Common, having passed the Masts and Lone Tree, walk across the top of the Common to see
the Toposcope. Continue on from there down the other side, alongside the golf course and on the Cotswold Way,
and head towards the Golf Clubhouse.
When you reach the Clubhouse, turn left in front of it and head towards the iron fencing you’ll see in the distance
just ahead on the right. It should take you about two minutes to reach the fence and there will be a golfing green
(with flag) on your left.
Take a moment to look over the fencing and you’ll see evidence of the original quarrying that took place on Cleeve
Common in previous centuries.
Walk on, pretty straight, towards three lovely green trees. It should take you a couple of minutes to reach the
trees having passed a bench on the right and a beautiful view of the town of Bishop’s Cleeve, again on the right.
The path now heads down past the trees with the grass under foot turning to stone and gravel.
Keep heading down until the stone and gravel turn to grass again. At this point you’ll see a black and white house
ahead. Take the lower grassy path to reach the back of this house.
Go past the back of the house and the next two stone buildings until you reach the cream coloured Cleeve Hill
Hotel.

